Issues
2.

The provider has applied for a second tier review on the ground that ‘the
regulatory authority failed to take into account or give sufficient weight to
special circumstances or facts existing at the time of the rating assessment’.

3.

After assessment and rating, the service was rated overall as Working
Towards NQS, as follows:
− Quality Area 1: Working Towards NQS
o Standard 1.1: Meeting NQS
o Standard 1.2: Meeting NQS
o Standard 1.3: Working Towards NQS
•

Element 1.3.1: Not Met

− Quality Area 2: Working Towards NQS
o Standard 2.1: Working Towards NQS
•

Element 2.1.2: Not Met

o Standard 2.2: Working Towards NQS
•

Element 2.2.2: Not Met

− Quality Area 3: Working Towards NQS
o Standard 3.1
•

Element 3.1.2: Not Met

− Quality Area 4: Meeting NQS
− Quality Area 5: Working Towards NQS
o Standard 5.1: Working Towards NQS
•

Element 5.1.2: Not Met

o Standard 5.2: Working Towards NQS
•

Element 5.2.2: Not Met

− Quality Area 6: Meeting NQS
− Quality Area 7: Working Towards NQS
o Standard 7.1:
•
4.

Element 7.1.2: Not Met

At first tier review, the regulatory authority amended Element 3.1.2 from ‘Not
Met’ to ‘Met’, thereby changing the rating of Standard 3.1 and Quality Area 3
from Working Towards NQS to Meeting NQS. All other Element level ratings
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under review were confirmed as ‘Not Met’, with the corresponding Standards
and overall quality rating subsequently confirmed as ‘Working Towards NQS’.
5.

The approved provider has consequently requested a second tier review of:
− Quality Area 1, Standard 1.3, Element 1.3.1
− Quality Area 2, Standard 2.1, Element 2.1.2
− Quality Area 2, Standard 2.2, Element 2.2.2
− Quality Area 5, Standard 5.1, Element 5.1.2
− Quality Area 5, Standard 5.2, Element 5.2.2
− Quality Area 7, Standard 7.1, Element 7.1.2

Evidence before the panel
6.

The Panel considered all the evidence submitted by the provider and the
regulatory authority. This included:
− the application for second tier review and its attachments
− the Assessment and Rating Instruments and the final Assessment and Rating
Report
− the service’s feedback to the draft report
− the application for first tier review and its attachments
− the regulatory authority’s findings at first tier review
− the regulatory authority’s submission to second tier review
− the provider’s response to the regulatory authority’s submissions.

7.

The Panel was also provided with advice from ACECQA on the Quality Areas
under review.

The Law
8.

Section 151 states ‘Following a review, the Ratings Review Panel may:
− (a) confirm the rating levels determined by the Regulatory Authority; or
− (b) amend the rating levels.

The Facts
9.

is a centre-based service with

approved places. The

service is based in
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o Educators write jottings on focus children, they also write observations on
group activities and other children they have observed in a conversation
(Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in QIP notes section of Evidence Summary).
o All educators actively contribute to the process of observing and
analysing each child and planning learning experiences through a cycle
of planning (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in QIP notes section of Evidence
Summary).
o

For children who are preschool age or younger, document: An
assessment of each child's development, interests and participation in
the program? An assessment of each child's progress towards the
program outcomes? (Marked as ‘No’ in Law/Regulations section of
Evidence Summary).

o The weekly program includes outdoor experiences, spontaneous
activities, creative opportunities, intentional teaching, follow ups and
extensions.
o On the program dated 'Week ' a number of different children's
individual intentions are listed.
of these intentions were followed to
sight the programming cycle. Only
of these intentions had been
implemented and had an observation of the child's participation in the
activity.
o The analysis of learning is verbally discussed or processed in an
educator's minds, but is not recorded.
o Each child has a portfolio. This includes examples of craft work with an
observation and photographs of the child participating in the program with
a caption or jotting.
o On the program dated 'Week ',
individual intentions were followed
to sight the cycle of programming. Only
intentions were implemented
and have observations recorded about the child's participation in the
planned experience.
o Each child will be observed and planned for individually once a
supported by educators using a focus system.

,

o The service were unable to demonstrate they had an assessment of each
child's progress against the outcomes of the educational program. The
nominated supervisor confirmed that they used to write developmental
summaries but they don't do that anymore. This is a breach of Regulation
74.
o Most days are documented by photographs of children participating in the
activities. Approximately
weeks before the visit, wording from the
learning outcomes started to be added to the photographs.
17. The first tier review panel summarised the evidence submitted by the
approved provider as per the following:
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− Each child's learning is analysed observations are recorded on a
basis, these observations are interpreted, experiences are planned and
demonstrated through weekly program, observations are filed into learning
outcomes, outcomes are evaluated. This information is discussed with
parents at parent/teacher interviews. Self-help skills are an integral part of
our day and one of the reasons the children are so prepared for school.
Children choose their own library book as we have a children’s borrowing
library for home they place it in the library bag and put it in their locker,
children get their own plate and cup for meal times and choose their seatcomments from assessor regarding children being served was explained to
as it was torrential rain therefore for easier flow of children and
comfortability we reset when needed, children take off and put on shoes,
apply own sunscreen, put away and retrieve own hats, great handwashing
technique on their own, help set up and pack away equipment just to give
some examples. Our children are well equipped, resilient, and very well
prepared for school therefore our whole day is about critical thinking with the
children being offered loads of problem solving solutions including creatively,
children are open minded, and communicate well with their peers and
educators. Our children have a grounded sense of self-worth and are valued
and adored by educators and to have that said is an absolute untruth. Our
whole day is full of choice for both the children and educators. Our service is
well organised and allows the children for freedom to choose but to also learn
to follow instruction/directions and reciprocate respect. Reflections are
recorded in
We have diaries full of reflections and are
continually changing how we analyse and record development. We have
years of experience between us all, the assessor sat in the room on one
occasion while we had a reverse transition from
with
extra people in the room so of course the structure was more controlled it had
to be as we had
extra bodies in the room. We wouldn't have the feedback
from all the surrounding schools about how well prepared our children are if
they couldn't think for themselves and solve problems.
− Intentional teaching objectives had been implemented and if not they are
picked up week of every cycle as a catch up as stated on our follow up
sheet
− An analysis of learning is verbally discussed amongst educators and this is
possible because we all work in close proximity and are experienced
educators. However it is also recorded using our cycle of planning that is
displayed on our parents’ info board, explained in newsletters. We observe
children anecdotally, plan experiences to enhance skills, these activities are
then recorded on intentional teaching record, that experience is evaluated.
− Our portfolios contain observations that cover all developmental areas and
outcomes, accompanying visuals. Relevant art work, special events
incursions and family days. This is all monitored with the use a rotating
checklist on each child.
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− The service has an outcome based checklist that is used to assess and
record these skills.
− Theorists and outcomes have been added continually throughout the year.
Educators choose each day to add a theorist or refer to outcomes. The day
book on display when the assessor attended is from
and is full of
theorist and outcome definitions.
18. The first tier review panel’s decision was that:
− The panel considered evidence recorded by the authorised officer and the
claims made by the approved provider that Element 1.3.1 should be rated as
‘Met.’ The panel notes that the authorised officer’s evidence describes that
the cycle of planning is not implemented effectively for each child and that an
assessment of each child's progress against the program outcomes is not
evident. The panel acknowledges that the approved provider has provided
some evidence to demonstrate that educators assess children’s progress
against learning outcomes. It is the panel’s view however, that the feedback
from by the approved provider is not sufficient to demonstrate an ongoing
cycle of planning for each child to extend learning and development,
including observation, analysing learning, documentation, planning,
implementation and reflection.
− The panel decided the approved provider has not provided evidence to show
it has met the element and decided not to amend the assessment of Element
1.3.1 from not met to met.
Approved Provider’s view
Feedback on Draft Report
19. As part of providing feedback on the draft report, the provider made a number
of submissions with respect to the content from the draft report relating to
Standard 1.3
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “On the program dated
'Week ' a number of different children's individual intentions are listed.
of these intentions were followed to sight the programming cycle. Only
of
these intentions had been implemented and had a observation of the child's
participation in the activity.”, the provider responded with:
o Intentional teaching objectives had been implemented and if not they
are picked up week of every cycle as a catch up as stated on our
follow up sheet
o Educational program, and intentional teaching objective list attached
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “'Should we be engaging
in water play while there is water restrictions?' No comments are recorded
with this question.”, the provider responded with:
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o

was perfect weather and we were outside a lot due to
weather prediction for solid rain. This was pointed out to the assessor
who remained inside on
entirely even though our suggestion
to observe our outdoor play was rejected and we reminded
that
will probably have no opportunity.

− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “On the program dated
'Week ',
individual intentions were followed to sight the cycle of
programming. Only
intentions were implemented and have observations
recorded about the child's participation in the planned experience, the
provider submitted:
o The other
objectives if not observed r moved to the catch up week
if not observed.
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “In previous years, the
service have set goals for each child with their families, however this has not
been done this year.”, the provider submitted that:
o Every year for
years I have met with families to discuss their child’s
development. This year
out of
parents attended because the
discussions are valued. If parents cannot make it phone interview and
after hours offered. Individual goals are discussed and written together
with parents and recorded in children’s individual files.
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “The service were unable
to demonstrate they had an assessment of each child's progress against the
outcomes of the educational program. The nominated supervisor confirmed
that they used to write developmental summaries but they don't do that
anymore. This is a breach of Regulation 74.”, the provider responded with:
o The service has an outcome based checklist that is used to assess
and record these skills
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “Most days are
documented by photographs of children participating in the activities.
Approximately
weeks before the visit, wording from the learning outcomes
started to be added to the photographs.”, the provider responded with:
o Theorists and outcomes have been added continually throughout the
year. Educators choose each day to add a theorist or refer to
outcomes. The day book on display when the assessor attended is
from
and is full of theorist and outcome definitions.
o To sum up standard 1 the program provides many opportunities for
each child’s learning. In reference to missed opportunities day was
spent in the office while the children were outside. Day we had
reverse transition from one of our local primary schools where critical
thinking was used throughout the whole session where children were
asked to discuss and hypothesize. Examples of self help skills: chn set
up lunches, chn access own water from water cooler, chn place
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rubbish into assorted sustainable buckets at meal times, chn access
their own cutlery and return it to dirty bucket when finished, chn place
lunches and library bags into box on arrival and away into lockers after
lunch, chn put on own shoes after rest, chn get own hats out of hat
bags and back away, chn change own clothes for comfortability of
weather, chn make their own beds after rest, chn choose their own
library books place it in library bag and in locker, and even put their
own sunscreen on just to name a few. We provide an enriched,
enthusiastic environment where our children are encouraged to
develop to their best potential. How an assessor can comment on
providing positive self-esteem opportunities when she was in the room
for as little as an hour observing while we had reverse transition from a
local school is puzzling and very demoralising to experienced qualified
educators who ensure.
Provider submissions at First Tier Review
20. The provider submitted the following at first tier review in relation to Element
1.3.1:
− Each child's learning is analysed observations are recorded on a
basis, these observations are interpreted, experiences are planned and
demonstrated through
program, observations are filed into learning
outcomes, outcomes are evaluated. This information is discussed with
parents at parent/teacher interviews. Self-help skills are an integral part of
our day and one of the reasons the children are so prepared for school. Chn
choose their own library book as we have a chn's borrowing library for home
they place it in the library bag and put it in their locker, chn get their own plate
and cup for meal times and choose their seat-comments from assessor
regarding children being served was explained to her as it was torrential rain
therefore for easier flow of chn and comfortability we preset when needed,
chn take off and put on shoes, apply own sunscreen, put away and retrieve
own hats, great handwashing technique on their own, help set up and pack
away equipment just to give some examples. Our children are well equipped,
resilient, and very well prepared for school therefore our whole day is about
critical thinking with the chn being offered loads of problem solving solutions
including creatively, chn are open minded, and communicate well with their
peers and educators. Our children have a grounded sense of self-worth and
are valued and adored by educators and to have that said is an absolute
untruth. Our whole day is full of choice for both the children and educators.
Our service is well organised and allows the children for freedom to choose
but to also learn to follow instruction/directions and reciprocate respect.
Reflections are recorded in
. We have diaries full of
reflections and are continually changing how we analyse and record
development. We have
yrs of experience between us all, the assessor sat
in the room on one occasion while we had a reverse transition from
with
extra people in the room so of course the structure was more
controlled it had to be as we had
extra bodies in the room. We wouldn't
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have the feedback from all the surrounding schools about how well prepared
our children are if they couldn't think for themselves and solve problems.
21. The provided submitted as evidence to support their submission at first tier
review in relation to Element 1.3.1.
Second Tier Review
22. As part of the provider’s second tier review application, the provider submitted
the following with respect to Element 1.3.1:
− Please have another look at evidence submitted with First Tier. Educational
Program submitted for
, and
as it clearly defines a cycle of planning.
I have selected chn to demonstrate the cycle of planning.
(ob date
) attached, objective for
is to practice and improve gross motor skills,
follow up
ob attached.
−

same program date, ob from developmental checklist, shown on follow
up sheet on
(the C on ob date column from follow up sheet refers
to ob taken from checklist), activity implemented and follow up ob dated
attached.

− Learning outcomes are all individually evaluated (checklist attached)
−
− Week
states by assessor that only objective implemented that was not
the case.
ob date
plus checklist identifies some difficulty with
recognising numbers, activity implemented week
and follow up ob on
−

ob date

−

instead of

plus checklist, activity implemented
as

attended on

as well, follow up ob

.
− The analysis of learning is in an “Educators Mind” the educational leader
meant because we only have
chn day,
across the week we know the
chn’s dev’t well & constantly reflect amongst ourselves as we are only a
room service.
did not say it is not recorded.
− Outcomes are assessed using outcome checklist already provided.
− I meet with all families face to face around mid
to discuss their child’s
development. Yes we once did formal developmental summaries however
the discussions had with individual families is used along with our evidence of
dev’t to assess outcomes. I have also attached our dev’t checklist that
educators use to monitor and record observations to demonstrate how much
we observe and record individual chn
Panel considerations
23. The panel noted evidence of the service undertaking some stages of the
ongoing cycle of observation, analysing and learning, documentation,
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planning, implementation and reflection, such as observing/collecting
information and planning stages.
24. The panel was however unable to cite evidence of the implementation of the
plans and the assessment or evaluation of the learning, and whether this was
in place for each child.
25. While the panel noted that evidence showed the service to be engaging in
some stages of the assessment and planning cycle, without being able to cite
clear evidence of the entire assessment and planning cycle was in place for
each child as expected by Element 1.3.1, the panel considered that it could
not consider Element 1.3.1 as met.
26. Although Element 1.3.1 refers to “each child”, the panel considered that
evidence of the assessment and subsequent review processes with respect to
a sample of children would have been sufficient to establish the existence of
the service’s assessment and planning cycle.
Panel decision
27. The panel considered that the service had not met Element 1.3.1 and
confirmed the rating level for Standard 1.3 as Working Towards NQS.

Element 2.1.2
28. Element 1.3.1 (Health practices and procedures) is that:
Effective illness and injury management and hygiene practices are promoted and
implemented.
Regulatory Authority’s view
Assessment and Rating Final Report
29. In relation to standard 2.1, the final report commented that:
− Each child's wellbeing and comfort is provided for, however there are missed
opportunities to make provisions for children who do not require a bed for rest.
Healthy eating and physical activity are promoted and appropriate for each
child. The service implements hygienic practices however currently the
service do not have effective illness and injury management.
First Tier Review
30. In relation to Element 2.1.2, the first tier review panel highlighted the following
evidence from assessment and rating:
− The officer noted that each child's wellbeing and comfort is provided for,
however there are missed opportunities to make provisions for children who
do not require a bed for rest. Healthy eating and physical activity are
promoted and appropriate for each child. The service implements hygienic
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practices however currently the service do not have effective illness and
injury management. Evidence also includes:
− Hygiene practices are modelled, implemented and spoken about throughout
the day (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in QIP notes section of Evidence Summary).
− Staff are aware and respond to children's changing health needs throughout
the day (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in QIP notes section of Evidence Summary).
−

Ensure that all educators and families aware of the medical
conditions policy and always follow it? (Marked as ‘No’ in Law/Regulations
section of Evidence Summary).

−

Ensure that all educators, families and, where applicable,
children are aware of the procedure for administering medication and always
follow it? (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section of Evidence
Summary).

−

Ensure that all educators and families follow the service's policies and
procedures around preventing and dealing with the outbreak of infectious
diseases? (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section of Evidence
Summary).

−

Ensure that all educators follow service procedures in the event of
an accident, injury or illness? (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section
of Evidence Summary).

−

Have sufficient first aid kits? Have they checked that they are fully
stocked and removed all out of date items? (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in
Law/Regulations section of Evidence Summary).

−

Ensure that food is stored, handled and served safely? (Confirmed as
‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section of Evidence Summary).

− The first aid kit contained alcohol wipes that expired in
, burn cream that
expired in
sodium chloride that expired /
gauze swabs that
expired
gauze that expires
, small gauze that expired
/
This is a breach of Regulation 89. A minor adjustment was offered.
This was rectified immediately.
− After kinetic sand was packed away, the table was wiped with a craft cloth
and then wiped with a meal cloth and warm soapy water, prior to lunch.
− Small draw string bags contain gloves and bags for soiled nappies, making
them easily accessible to educators during nappy change.
− An educator wipes her nose with her hands and then continues to play the
game with the children.
− An educator uses verbal prompts to assist a child during the hand washing
procedure.
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− The children transition from group time, to the bathroom to wash their hands,
prior to sitting at the lunch tables.
− The service was unable to demonstrate they had risk minimisation and
communication plans for
children who have recorded a medical
condition on the enrolment form. This is a breach of Regulation 170(1).
− The service 'Minor incident form' includes the child's name, date, time,
accident, action taken, reporting staff member's signature, staff witness
signature and parent acknowledgement signature. This is a breach of
Regulation 87(3).
− The service 'Daily medication authority' form does not include the information
required by regulation. This is a breach of Regulation 92.
− The service's medical conditions policy does not include risk minimisation
and communication plan and does not include information in relation to
communication with volunteers. This is a breach of Regulation 90. A minor
adjustment was offered. This was rectified by the second day of the visit.
− A bucket with a lid, labelled, 'Soiled clothing' is kept in the bathroom.
− Hand washing posters are displayed showing steps of hand washing and
after which activities hands should be washed.
31. The first tier review panel summarised the evidence submitted by the
approved provider as per the following:
− Effective illness and injury management is maintained by using illness and
injury form attached as per Reg 87. We also have a minor accident record
with necessary details for little scrapes, a grazed knee. Also a summary of
illness record to keep a check on all illnesses. We pride ourselves on limited
cross infection and our families will often comment how little their children get
sick. Healthy eating and physical activity is not just promoted but embedded
and we received
for our Munch & Move evaluation. We have literally
changed children’s diets with our cyclic menu and parents will ask for our
recipes as they will comment they can't believe they eat that at kindy.
Medication record attached as per Reg 92. Risk minimisation and
communication plan attached as per Reg 90. Rest is a time for children to
take a break from play and this is discussed with families and we did a sleep
survey and the parents that did not want their children to sleep were recorded
and alternative activities were provided mystery bags were made by a local
girl, books, clip board drawings, soft music, outdoor games, tee ball, cricket,
hurdles. Day the children were invited outdoors with education leader who
read them a story on the mat. Day rain we stayed indoors with activities
mentioned offered to children.
− Educators are permitted to touch their nose, no-one wiped their hands on
their nose, if an educator had used a tissue then did not wash their hands far
enough however that did not happen.
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−

children asthma,
plans.

child eczema,

child allergy. The children have asthma

− We have a minor accident record that records minor injuries e.g. a child
pulled the wick on their finger this was recorded and parents notified, a child
scrapped their knee no blood but recorded and parents notified. However I
am aware that Notification of Serious Incident S101 and had reported a
serious accident to ACECQA last year.
− I cannot see how our medication form does not comply.
32. The first tier review panel’s decision was that:
− The panel considered evidence recorded by the authorised officer and the
claims made by the approved provider that Element 2.1.2 should be rated as
‘Met.’ The officer identified that the service did not have risk minimisation and
communication plans in place for children with diagnosed medical conditions.
The panel notes that a copy of a risk minimisation plan was supplied by the
approved provider as part of the review process, although this plan is dated
, the same date as the assessment and rating visit. The evidence is
also not sufficient to demonstrate that a risk minimisation and communication
plan has been developed for all children attending the service with an
identified medical condition.
− The officer also noted that the service’s minor incident form did not record all
the information required under Regulation 87(3) of the National Regulations.
The panel acknowledges the approved providers claims in regards to being
aware of notification requirements for serious incidents and note that an
incident record containing all of the required information is used in these
circumstances. Regulation 87, however, requires that an incident, injury,
trauma and illness record includes details of any incident in relation to a child
or injury received by a child or trauma to which a child has been subjected
while being educated and cared for by the education and care service. This is
not limited to only serious incidents that require notification to the Regulatory
Authority. The panel also reviewed the services medication record and
confirmed that it does not include all the information required under
Regulation 92 of the National Regulations.
− The panel decided the approved provider has not provided evidence to show
it has met the element and decided not to amend the assessment of Element
2.1.2 from not met to met.
Approved Provider’s view
Feedback on Draft Report
33. As part of providing feedback on the draft report, the provider made a number
of submissions with respect to the content from the draft report relating to
Standard 2.1
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− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “An educator wipes her
nose with her hands and then continues to play the game with the children.”,
the provider responded with:
o Educators are permitted to touch their nose, no-one wiped their hands
on their nose, if an educator had used a tissue then did not wash their
hands far enough however that did not happen.
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “The service was unable
to demonstrate they had risk minimisation and communication plans for
seven children who have recorded a medical condition on the enrolment
form. This is a breach of Regulation 170(1).”, the provider responded with:
o

chn asthma,

ch eczema,

ch allergy. The chn have asthma plans.

o Risk minimisation plans attached
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “Educators sit between
the children on their beds and rub their backs”, the provider responded with:
o If the parents ask that their children sleep. Otherwise they rest then we
have books on beds, drawing clip boards and have this year added
mystery salt bags for the children to use. Sometimes we also take chn
outside for group games, mat discussions as was explained to the
assessor.
o Evidence attached
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “The service 'Minor
incident form' includes the child's name, date, time, accident, action taken,
reporting staff member's signature, staff witness signature and parent
acknowledgement signature. This is a breach of Regulation 87(3).”, the
provider responded with:
o We have a minor accident record that records minor injuries e.g. a
child pulled the wick on their finger this was recorded and parents
notified, a child scrapped their knee no blood but recorded and parents
notified. However I am aware that Notification of Serious Incident S101
and had reported a serious accident to Acecqa last year.
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “The service 'Daily
medication authority' form does not included the information required by
regulation. This is a breach of Regulation 92., the provider responded with:
o I cannot see how our medication form does not comply
Provider submissions at First Tier Review
34. The provider submitted the following at first tier review in relation to Element
2.1.2:
− Effective illness and injury management is maintained by using illness and
injury form attached as per reg 87. We also have a minor accident record
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minimisations plans, dated on the day of the assessment and rating visit
relating to other children were provided for the panel.
37. The panel noted the service's records were found by the regulatory authority
to not include details required by regulation 87(3) – a requirement which is
separate to notification requirements. There was no evidence reviewed by the
panel that clearly refuted the breach of regulation 87(3).
38. Similarly, the panel also noted how the service’s medication record was found
by the regulatory authority to be in breach of regulation 92. There was no
evidence reviewed by the panel that clearly refuted the breach of regulation
92.
39. In the absence of further evidence, the panel considered that breaches of
regulation 87(3) and regulation 92 were inconsistent with a service having
effective illness and injury management in accordance with Element 2.1.2.
40. The panel also considered that regulatory authority communication to the
provider in the final assessment and rating report, could have more clearly
conveyed the material reasons for finding Element 2.1.2 not met.
Panel decision
41. The panel considered that the service had not met Element 2.1.2 and
confirmed the rating level for Standard 2.1 as Working Towards NQS.

Element 2.2.2
42. Element 2.2.2 (Incident and emergency management) is that:
Plans to effectively manage incidents and emergencies are developed in
consultation with relevant authorities, practised and implemented.
Regulatory Authority’s view
Assessment and Rating Final Report
43. In relation to standard 2.2, the final report commented that:
− At all times, reasonable precautions and adequate supervision ensure
children are protected from harm and hazard. The service have developed
plans to manage incidents and emergencies however these are yet to be
developed in consultation with relevant authorities. The educators are aware
of their role and responsibilities to identify and respond to every child at risk of
abuse or neglect.
First Tier Review
44. In relation to Element 2.2.2, the first tier review panel highlighted the following
evidence from assessment and rating:
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− The officer noted that at all times, reasonable precautions and adequate
supervision ensure children are protected from harm and hazard. The service
have developed plans to manage incidents and emergencies however these
are yet to be developed in consultation with relevant authorities. The
educators are aware of their role and responsibilities to identify and respond
to every child at risk of abuse or neglect. Evidence also includes:
o

Ensure that plans are developed to manage emergencies and
evacuations and that they are displayed near each exit? Are emergency
and evacuation procedures practised at least every months? (Marked
as ‘No’ in Law/Regulations section of Evidence Summary).

o Potential risk identified include storm, bush fire, internal smoke/fire, flood,
dangerous animal or insect, gas leak/ atmosphere hazard, chemical risk,
bomb threat, hostage, medical emergency and snake on premises.
o The service do not have emergency floor plans and instructions at each
exit. This is a breach of Regulation 97(4). A minor adjustment is offered.
This was rectified immediately.
o The service has recorded fire drills dated
The service were unable to provide evidence of
lock down rehearsals. This is a breach of Regulation 97 (3). A minor
adjustment was offered. On the second day records were provided of
lock down rehearsals dated
o The service has fire extinguishers that were last serviced
o The fire blanket and extinguishers are checked every
external consultant.

months by an

o The service was unable to demonstrate they had completed a risk
assessment of potential emergencies to the service. This is a breach of
Regulation 97(2). A minor adjustment was offered. This was rectified on
the
day of the visit.
o In
an electrician installed hard wired smoke detectors. These are
not regularly tested or checked.
o Electrical items were tested and tagged by a licensed external consultant.
The nominated supervisor said electrical items no longer have to be
tested.
o The service's emergency floor plan is hand drawn, not to scale, with no
reference to 'You are here'. This has not been devised or reviewed by an
external relevant authority.
45. The first tier review panel summarised the evidence submitted by the
approved provider as per the following:
− Incidents and emergency procedures were devised in consultation with
Fire Brigade. The Captain visited the service and went through our
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procedure. A junior officer
also came to our service to
demonstrate to the children how the fire equipment works.
− Smoke detectors are tested. The reason we changed from battery operated
to hard wired was to ensure they are operational and not being set off
unnecessarily.
− The floor plan was drawn up by a draft person and where does it say the plan
cannot be hand drawn. This was deliberately done so that is was accurate
and
Fire Brigade came to our service on our invitation to assess
our procedures.
46. The first tier review panel’s decision was that:
− The panel considered evidence recorded by the authorised officer and the
claims made by the approved provider that Element 2.2.2 should be rated as
‘Met.’ The panel reviewed the Element descriptor for Element 2.2.2 which
requires that plans to effectively manage incidents and emergencies are
developed in consultation with relevant authorities, practised and
implemented. The panel acknowledges the approved providers claims that
the services incidents and emergency procedures were devised in
consultation with
Fire Brigade, although note that no evidence has
been provided to support these claims.
− The panel decided the approved provider has not provided evidence to show
it has met the element and decided not to amend the assessment of Element
2.2.2 from not met to met.
Approved Provider’s view
Feedback on Draft Report
47. As part of providing feedback on the draft report, the provider made a number
of submissions with respect to the content from the draft report relating to
Standard 2.2.
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “In
an electrician
installed hard wired smoke detectors. These are not regularly tested or
checked., the provider responded with:
o Smoke detectors are tested. The reason we changed from battery
operated to hard wired was to ensure they are operational and not
being set off unnecessarily.
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “The service were unable
to demonstrate that the nominated supervisor held child protection training.
This is a breach of Law 162A. A minor adjustment was offered. No
information was received on the second day of the visit.”, the provider
responded with:
o A minor adjustment was offered and we both went thru the list of
evidence that needed to be provided on the last day and we both
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forgot about the child protection certificate. The assessor said a few
times anything else to which I replied I don’t think so.
o Evidence attached certificate provided
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “The service's emergency
floor plan is hand drawn, not to scale, with no reference to 'You are here'.
This has not been devised or reviewed by an external relevant authority..”,
the provider responded with:
o The floor plan was drawn up by a draftperson and where does it say
the plan cannot be hand drawn. This was deliberately done so that is
was accurate and
Fire Brigade came to our service on our
invitation to assess our procedures.
− The provider also submitted the following as feedback on the draft report:
o To sum up standard provisions are made for children who don’t
sleep as previously stated. The fact that we record every little incident
that may occur throughout the day and notify parents on pick up and
ensure they acknowledge they have been notified is evident. I am
aware that the Acecqa need to be notified and have previously done
so which in turn the department contacted me to explain the injury.
Nominated supervisor does have relevant child protection training.
Families are consulted about sleep practices through our enrolment
form and this information is used when placing beds for children who
rest.
o Evidence sleep attached
Provider submissions at First Tier Review
48. The provider submitted the following at first tier review in relation to Element
2.2.2:
− Incidents and emergency procedures were devised in consultation with
Fire Brigade. The Captain visited the service and went through our
procedure. A junior officer
also came to our service to
demonstrate to the children how the fire equipment works.
Second Tier Review
49. As part of the provider’s second tier review application, the provider submitted
the following with respect to Element 2.2.2:
− As stated in 1st review an officer from local fire brigade attended our service
to oversee our fire evacuation drill and discuss fire safety with the chn. Mitch
also came back to discharge our chemical fire extinguisher to ensure the
extinguisher was safe and retardant had not expired.
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Panel considerations
50. In considering whether plans to effectively manage incident and emergencies
are developed in consultation with relevant authorities, the panel noted
photographic evidence about a visit from a local fire brigade. While
submissions from the provider about how emergency procedures were
developed in consultation with the fire brigade are noted, the panel was
unable to cite documentation to evidence the details of this consultation.
51. Additionally, in seeking to understand the written plans to manage an
emergency, the panel has not observed evidence about how plans were
devised beyond photographic evidence showing a visit from the local fire
brigade. Particularly in light of the geographic position of the service, the panel
emphasised the importance of understanding the consultation between the
service and relevant authorities in determining whether Element 2.2.2 has
been met.
Panel decision
52. The panel considered that the service had not met Element 2.2.2 and
confirmed the rating level for Standard 2.2 as Working Towards NQS.

Element 5.1.2
53. Element 5.1.2 (Dignity and rights of the child) is that:
The dignity and rights of every child are maintained.
Regulatory Authority’s view
Assessment and Rating Final Report
54. In relation to standard 5.1, the final report commented that:
− Educators are responsive and their interactions build relationships which
engage and support children. However every child's dignity and rights are not
always maintained.
First Tier Review
55. In relation to Element 5.1.2, the first tier review panel highlighted the following
evidence from assessment and rating:
− The officer noted that educators are responsive and their interactions build
relationships which engage and support children. However every child's
dignity and rights are not always maintained. Evidence also includes:
o Educators are responsive to children's thoughts and feelings (Confirmed
as ‘Yes’ in QIP notes section of Evidence Summary).
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o Educators provide a supportive environment in which children experience
mutually enjoyable, caring and respectful relationships (Confirmed as
‘Yes’ in QIP notes section of Evidence Summary).
o Children are encouraged to express themselves and their views are
respected (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in QIP notes section of Evidence
Summary).
o

Ensure that educators interact with children in a way that
Encourages children to express themselves and their opinions? Supports
children to develop self-reliance and self-esteem? Maintain the dignity
and rights of each child? Provides positive guidance and encourages
acceptable behaviour? Reflects each child's family and cultural values? Is
appropriate for the physical and intellectual development and abilities of
each child? (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section of Evidence
Summary).

o An educator says, "He has been great. He is asking the right question."
The educator is asked,
o A child has arrived later than the majority of drop offs and is a little
unsettled prior to being left. An educator says, "
"
o An educator shows a child to
group after the group moved to another
activity. The child walks to the group and seems a little unsure. An
educator puts her arm out and
walks towards her and she gives
a
brief cuddle and then
joins the game.
o There is a chart displayed outside in hallway titled, '
Comments recorded next to children's names
include lost book, no bag returned, book returned but not bag.
o A younger child has joined a group of children at a school transition game
of card matching. The children are playing with the assistance of a school
student. An educator encourages the child to play at another activity. The
educator explains that the child has just turned three and is not going to
school next year.
o An educator crouches behind a child sitting at the table,

o A child who did not want to dance, plays with dolls, next to the area
where the group are doing dancing and movement.
o
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− The dignity and rights of the child are maintained. If a child need to be
spoken to about inappropriate behaviour this is done in a respectful way I
absolutely will not accept in any way that we do not respect children or their
rights.
− Patience, positive reinforcement is used when redirecting. However with
parent input and through many discussions with families they choose
because we are fair, nurturing, caring but we will address inappropriate
behaviour, that does not mean we do not respect the rights and dignity of our
children.
−

child out of
needed to be separated as that’s how that child works when
comes in late if
arrives at
completely different
will engage
straight away. That morning was reverse transition our room was busy and
had a lot more people in it than
is used to. Mum struggles to engage in
activity and is very unsure. As soon as we take
is settled all day
and mum knows that.

57. The first tier review panel’s decision was that:
− The panel considered evidence recorded by the authorised officer and the
claims made by the approved provider that Element 5.1.2 should be rated as
‘Met.’ The panel acknowledges the approved provider’s response to the
observed interactions by the officer during the assessment visit. It is the
panel’s view however, that the recorded evidence does not demonstrate that
the dignity and rights of every child are maintained at all times. The panel
also notes that the approved provider has included little evidence of any other
ways that the dignity and rights of children are ensured at the service to
support how this Element has been met.
− The panel decided the approved provider has not provided evidence to show
it has met the element and decided not to amend the assessment of Element
5.1.2 from not met to met.
Approved Provider’s view
Feedback on Draft Report
58. As part of providing feedback on the draft report, the provider made a number
of submissions with respect to the content from the draft report relating to
Standard 5.1.
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary –
."., the provider
responded with:
o One again taken out of context it is a colloquial term to describe the
dev’t and not intended as a negative. We respect our children and
families and this is evident in the feedback received from parents.
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− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary –
the provider responded with:
o This is the

. Needs
to be in context and not someone’s perception of what is happening.
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “A younger child has
joined a group of children at a school transition game of card matching. The
children are playing with the assistance of a school student. An educator
encourages the child to play at another activity. The educator explains that
the child has just turned
and is not going to school next year..”, the
provider responded with:
o This child was redirected as the activity was difficult and
was
struggling.
is offered an activity that was age appropriate and that
the primary aged child could manage.
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “An educator asks,
"Would you like to do puzzles with (Educator)?"”, the provider responded
with:
o I was that educator and I did not crouch down I stood directly behind
the child who was sent here from another service because of our
philosophy and teaching practices. We have done amazing things
with
is settled, cooperative, can now resolve conflicts
appropriately and this is all discussed on a regular basis with mum and
also dad. Mum is appreciative of how far
has come and we do not
blanket children, different stratagies for different behaviours.
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “Throughout the day, one
child was spoken to on many occasions as a prompt to manage
behaviour. No other child was spoken to in the same manner. During the day
of observation there were no incidents where this child upset or hurt another
child.”, the provider responded with:
o

sometimes needs to be reminded throughout the day of
appropriate behaviour. Some days
may not be approached at all
about behaviour. I absolutely refute that
was spoken to in any
manner.
has lots of issues with self regulation and mum removed
from her own service on a recommendation from
to place him in our care.
is supported to make
choices as long as there is no risk to another child and
is
acknowledged when
is managing
own behaviour. How would
the assessor know there were no incidents of him upsetting or hurting
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another child most of the time was spent in the office. I think amongst
staff with ample qualifications and experience we can determine
what
needs and this is in conjunction with mum who we
speak to times a week. Happy to give you her number with
permission as she will confirm this.
o Evidence provided from reflective diary about discussions with mum
Provider submissions at First Tier Review
59. The provider submitted the following at first tier review in relation to Element
5.1.2:
− The dignity and rights of every child is maintained. As stated in the report the
service is very settled and this comes from the efforts of educators to
understand and know the children well. A statement by
mother is
attached to verify how much work we have put in assisting
with his
dev't.
Second Tier Review
60. As part of the provider’s second tier review application, the provider submitted
the following with respect to Element 5.1.2:
− The dignity and rights of the chid are met and examples are as follows: 1)
when the children(chn) are playing outdoors/indoors and see equipment they
may wish to play with which may not be out/ or on a higher shelf they can’t
reach, educators support play interest and will pass the selected toys to the
chn, 2) when chn having nappy changed, change of clothes etc educators will
ask and explain what is happening and engage and interact with them about
what is happening from beginning to end of routine/change, 3) chn are cared
for in regards to physical comfort and are changed accordingly for weather to
ensure comfortability, 4) before touching a child e.g. in regards to an
injury/accident an educator would ask is it ok to touch you, if a child needed
assistance with bottom wiping we would always ask first is it ok for me to help
you wipe your bottom, 5) the chn’s opinions at group time discussions are
considered and taken seriously, 6) if chn need to sleep or rest when it isn’t
our normal rest period this is accommodated for them and possible because
of our high educator to child ratio, 7) children choose their own seating with
whomever they may choose to sit with and our meal times are flexible
depending on chn’s needs if they go to bed early they may be sleeping while
other chn are outdoors and will eat at their leisure 8) all chn’s dev’t is
monitored and if needed are referred to services such as HECIS, ISS
support, OT, speech etc after discussing with parents and permission
acquired.
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Panel considerations
61. The panel noted that some evidence provided related to both Elements 5.1.2
and 5.2.2.
62. While the panel noted evidence of emails from families and forms showing
how the service collected information from families were insightful into how the
service engages with families, such evidence was not specifically indicative of
how the service maintains the dignity and rights of every child.
63. The panel noted submissions and evidence from the provider about how a
particular child’s behaviour is managed, however the panel considered such
evidence to be more relevant to Element 5.2.2 (Self-regulation).
64. In the absence of evidence from the provider that, for example, demonstrated
how the service celebrates diversity, maintains an environment of cultural
inclusion, reflect on the equity and rights of each child and minimise the
impact of their own biases, the panel considered that it was unable, on
balance, to draw a different conclusion to the regulatory authority regarding
Element 5.1.2. Although the panel noted how evidence Element 5.1.2 can be
difficult to document, some examples of documentary evidence the panel
considered could be relevant included support plans and policies/procedures.
65. The panel also considered that communication between the regulatory
authority and the service regarding Element 5.1.2, particularly in the final
assessment and rating report, could have better articulated the material
reasons for Element 5.1.2 to be not met. The evidence collected by the
authorised officer could have also been recorded more descriptively to enable
the provider to explicitly understand its pertinence.
Panel decision
66. The panel considered that the service had not met Element 5.1.2 and
confirmed the rating level for Standard 5.1 as Working Towards NQS.

Element 5.2.2
67. Element 5.2.2 (Self-regulation) is that:
Each child is supported to regulate their own behaviour, respond appropriately to
the behaviour of others and communicate effectively to resolve conflicts.
Regulatory Authority’s view
Assessment and Rating Final Report
68. In relation to standard 5.2, the final report commented that:
− Children are supported to collaborate, learn from and help each other.
Educators do not support each child to understand and regulate their own
behaviour and educators did not model empathic behaviours nor how to
communicate effectively to resolve conflicts.
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First Tier Review
69. In relation to Element 5.2.2, the first tier review panel highlighted the following
evidence from assessment and rating:
− The officer noted that children are supported to collaborate, learn from and
help each other. Educators do not support each child to understand and
regulate their own behaviour and educators did not model empathic
behaviours nor how to communicate effectively to resolve conflicts. Evidence
also includes:
o Educators encourage the children to develop skills to regulate their
actions independently and provide opportunities to contribute to decisions
and participate collaboratively with their peers and others (Marked as ‘No’
in QIP notes section of Evidence Summary).
o Educators ensure that all children are supported to develop skills and the
need to interact sensitively and empathetically with each other (Marked
as ‘No’ in QIP notes section of Evidence Summary).
o Educators implement a consistent approach to behaviour management
(Marked as ‘No’ in QIP notes section of Evidence Summary).
o An educator says, "That's what happens, doesn't it (Child). If you swing
on your chair, you are going to fall."
o An educator says, "Sensible if you are going to sit there."
o An educator says, "Sensible behaviour (Child)."
o An educator says, "
o An educator says, "Leave it alone, it is not to touch."
o An educator says, "(Child) I am worried you might hurt yourself."
o An educator says, "(Child) you have to wait your turn."
o An educator asks, "Can I talk to you, if you have chewed up food in your
mouth?"
70. The first tier review panel summarised the evidence submitted by the
approved provider as per the following:
− Educators do support each child to self-regulate with the use of a weight
blanket, chewy toy and experiences provided that are of interest. Support
agencies to assist with equipment.
− Children are provided with skills to regulate,
we have also used a
however
no longer needs this. Another
we have been working on selfregulation with
all year and have
very well prepared for school.
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− That’s what happens if you swing on your chair….. Evidently and then you
will have an accident on your hands as our eating tables are outdoors and on
concrete.
− Staff do model appropriate behaviours and do communicate effectively on
how to resolve conflicts it’s the one thing we pride ourselves on.
− Our children are autonomous and are encouraged to take responsibility for
their own behaviour.
− Children are pre-empted when displaying challenging behaviours to ensure
all children are safe and comfortable.
71. The first tier review panel’s decision was that:
− The panel considered evidence recorded by the authorised officer and the
claims made by the approved provider that Element 5.2.2 should be rated as
‘Met.’ The panel notes that the officer has not confirmed the practices
outlined in the services QIP in relation to self-regulation, supporting children
to effectively interact with each other, and behaviour management
approaches. It is the panel’s view, that the approved provider has included
minimal evidence to adequately demonstrate that this Element is met and
how the service ensures that each child is supported to regulate their own
behaviour, respond appropriately to the behaviour of others and
communicate effectively to resolve conflicts.
− The panel decided the approved provider has not provided evidence to show
it has met the element and decided not to amend the assessment of Element
5.2.2 from not met to met.
Approved Provider’s view
Feedback on Draft Report
72. As part of providing feedback on the draft report, the provider made a number
of submissions with respect to the content from the draft report relating to
Standard 5.2.
− In relation to the authorised officer recording the following notes from the QIP
as being unconfirmed – “Educators encourage the children to develop skills
to regulate their actions independently and provide opportunities to contribute
to decisions and participate collaboratively with their peers and others.."., the
provider responded with:
o Children are provided with skills to regulate
, we have also used a
however
no longer needs
this.
, we have been
working on self regulation with
all year and have
very well
prepared for school.
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very unsure. As soon as we take
knows that.

is settled all day and mum

Provider submissions at First Tier Review
73. The provider submitted the following at first tier review in relation to Element
5.2.2:
− Educators do support each child to self regulate with the
and experiences provided that are of interest. Support
agencies to assist with equipment.
Second Tier Review
74. As part of the provider’s second tier review application, the provider submitted
the following with respect to Element 5.2.2:
− Evidence was provided by
own mother about how much better
is at home with self-regulation and why she attends
. He came
from a service where
attended our service because of a recommendation from
at
. These educators attended our service weekly for other chn and
observed us at length with all our chn therefore seeing that we do to support
our chn to understand their own behaviour. Strengths in QIP states the ways
we do this. Chn have comforters to regulate their behaviours. OT supported
aids – weight blanket, chewy chews, educator 1:1 small groups for chn to
organise their own rules. Educators meet with families
mum on a
regular basis to discuss behaviour. Email was provided at 1st tier to
substantiate this.
− Chn are provided for time to settle into the environment please refer to visit
feedback included in feedback evidence.
Panel considerations
75. The panel noted evidence, including positive feedback from a family of a child
with
about their experience at the
service. The panel also noted further evidence of communication from families
about children being supported to regulate their own behaviour through the
service’s approach. The panel considered the culmination of this evidence to
demonstrate how the service engages with families to support children’s
needs and interests. The evidence confirms that the service:
− use their knowledge of individual children’s personalities and friendship
preferences to support children to manage their own behaviour and develop
an understanding of the feelings of others
− encourages positive behaviour in children, and support them to understand
the expectations for their behaviour and the consequences of inappropriate
behaviours
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− work with families and other professionals to appropriately support each
child’s emotional and social learning
76. While the panel noted how the regulatory authority had not been able to
confirm practices contained within the service’s QIP, the panel considered that
on balance, the service did meet Element 5.2.2.
Panel decision
77. The panel considered that the service had met Element 5.2.2 and therefore
the rating of Standard 5.2 was amended from Working Towards NQS to
Meeting NQS.

Element 7.1.2
78. Element 7.1.2 (Management systems) is that:
Systems are in place to manage risk and enable the effective management and
operation of a quality service.
Regulatory Authority’s view
Assessment and Rating Final Report
79. In relation to standard 7.1, the final report commented that:
− A statement of philosophy guides some aspects of the service's operations,
however educators can enhance practices that fosters or promotes children's
positive self esteem. Roles and responsibilities are clearly defined, and
understood, and support effective decision making and operation of the
service. The service has systems in place to manage risk and enable effective
management however these are not implemented consistently.
First Tier Review
80. In relation to Element 7.1.2, the first tier review panel highlighted the following
evidence from assessment and rating:
− The officer noted that a statement of philosophy guides some aspects of the
service's operations, however educators can enhance practices that fosters
or promotes children's positive self-esteem. Roles and responsibilities are
clearly defined, and understood, and support effective decision making and
operation of the service. The service has systems in place to manage risk
and enable effective management however these are not implemented
consistently. Evidence also includes:
o Educators are orientated with the operations of the service from policy
and procedures (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in QIP notes section of Evidence
Summary).
o Policies are reviewed and updated and sourced where appropriate
(Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in QIP notes section of Evidence Summary).
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o The nominated supervisor can explain when it is required for
make a
notification to the Regulatory Authority (Marked as ‘No’ in QIP notes
section of Evidence Summary).
o R.173 Ensure that all of the information included in Regulation 173 is
displayed so that it is clearly visible from the main entrance to your
service? (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section of Evidence
Summary).
o R.163 R166 Ensure that, where applicable, records of working with
children clearances are kept for - The nominated supervisors, educators,
coordinators and staff? (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section of
Evidence Summary).
o R.168(2)(i) Policies and procedures are required in relation to staffing
including determining the responsible person present at the service, and
the participation of volunteers and students on practicum placements
(Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section of Evidence Summary).
o R.168-169 R.170-171 Ensure that all policies required by Regulation 168,
and where applicable R.169 are in place, implemented and available at
the service? (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section of Evidence
Summary).
o R.172 Ensure that families are informed at least 14 days before changes
are made to service policies or procedures that might have a significant
impact on them, including changes in fees and the way they are
collected? (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section of Evidence
Summary).
o R.185 Ensure that a copy of the Law and Regulations can be accessed
by educators, staff, volunteers and families, including those seeking to
enrol their child at the service? (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations
section of Evidence Summary).
o R. 174-176 [incl new R.174A, amended R.174, new R.176A] Ensure that
changes to the operation of the service, serious incidents and complaints
which allege a breach of Law or Regulations are reported to the
Regulatory Authority within the required time frames? (Marked as ‘No’ in
Law/Regulations section of Evidence Summary).
o R.181-184 Ensure that records are stored appropriately to ensure
confidentiality and are retained for the period indicated in R.183?
(Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section of Evidence Summary).
o R.29 R.180 Keep information about public liability insurance for your
service on the premises? (Confirmed as ‘Yes’ in Law/Regulations section
of Evidence Summary).
o R.158-162 Ensure that all records relating to children at the service are
maintained, including enrolment records, attendance records, health
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information, records of illness or accident? (Marked as ‘No’ in
Law/Regulations section of Evidence Summary).
o The service uses

for recording and reporting attendance.

o If educators have a complaint or concern, they can discuss it with the
nominated supervisor or educational leader. Any complaint would be filed
in the staff member's personal file.
o Policies are updated as there are changes in the industry.
o Families sign children in and out of the service on paper sign ins.
o Staff sign in and out manually and staff wages are recorded and
processed on MYOB.
o The service employs an accountant who attends the service fortnightly
and manages all financial record keeping.
o The service have
. The yard
the outdoor space. The
nominated supervisor stated that she was unaware that changes to the
premises had to be notified to the Regulatory Authority. This is a breach
of Law 173(2c).
o The service were unable to demonstrate that all the prescribed
information was displayed. This is a breach of Regulation 173. A minor
adjustment was offered. This was rectified immediately.
o The nominated supervisor stated that the service used to open from
to
, however the service now opens earlier at
due to
a family's request. The information provided to the Regulatory Authority
was last updated
and states the opened hours are from
to
This is a breach of Law 173(2)(e).
81. The first tier review panel summarised the evidence submitted by the
approved provider as per the following:
− Risk assessment for the service attached.
−

in the QIP therefore I didn’t realise I
had to notify.
nothing new was added and this was explained. I did not state I did
not know I said if it wasn’t in the QIP then I would notify. The outdoor area
and roof plans are now being sorted and I said to the assessor that I would
notify when renovating those areas.

− I rang the Regulatory Authority to ask whether I needed to notify about hour
changes. They looked up my service and because our licence states that we
are open from
I was told I do not need to as we already had those hours.
Therefore that is not a breach.
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− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “The philosophy has not
changed much over time. The nominated supervisor reviews it and
sometimes makes no changes.”, the provider responded with:
o Yes it has. And everyone is encouraged and welcomed to contribute
and they do. It may not be a lot but it is valued.
o

philosophies attached as they have changed significantly.

− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “It is the role of the
educational leader to oversee the educators and support the educational
program.”, the provider responded with:
o EL will oversee the program with assistance from all educators.
− In relation to the finding in the evidence summary – “The nominated
supervisor stated that the service used to open from
to
,
however the service now opens earlier at
due to a family's request. The
information provided to the Regulatory Authority was last updated
and states the opened hours are from
to
. This is a breach of Law
173(2)(e).”, the provider responded with:
o I rang the Regulatory Authority to ask whether I needed to notify about
hour changes. They looked up my service and because our licence
states that we r open from
I was told I do not need to as we
already had those hours. Therefore that is not a breach.
Provider submissions at First Tier Review
84. The provider submitted the following at first tier review in relation to Element
7.1.2:
− Risk assessment for the service attached. In conclusion I would like to say
that we have remained a
placement service for a reason, so that we can
offer real quality care. I could off easily of increased to a conglomerate size
but I have remained true to my values and teaching practices. Our outdoor
play space is enormous with enough for
chn and beautifully maintained
the assessor didn't even look at it but stood from afar undercover and made a
comment about mold which is totally untrue. I have attached comments from
our families about what they feel about our service delivery.
Second Tier Review
85. As part of the provider’s second tier review application, the provider submitted
the following with respect to Element 7.1.2:
− On
the assessor asked me to provide a risk assessment by
provided
with an example of a risk assessment on a potential
hazard. Evidence provided at 1st tier.

.I

− Just to close what I find utterly distressing not only for myself as the Director
but for my experienced and qualified educators is the fact that out of 40
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elements not one of them is exceeding. Not one thing we do is above and
beyond what is required of us.
− We have been assessed by the dept on several occasions through the old
accreditation system and now the new NQS where we have always been a
high quality service and an exceeding service. How is that possible when we
have continually made improvements and reflect continually on our practices.
− Please find attached statements from my staff who wanted to add their
comments on the proceedings of the A & R visit.
Panel considerations
86. The panel noted evidence regarding the development and evaluation of the
service’s philosophy, however noting that from the evidence of the staff
meeting minutes, the changes to the philosophy appeared to have been
agreed some time ago.
87. The panel was unable to refer to any material evidence from the provider
relevant to the regulatory authority’s finding, that there had been a failure to
notify as a result of changes to the physical environment, which the regulatory
authority found to amount to a breach of section 173(2)(c).
88. The panel noted that section 173(3)(c) requires the provider to notify the
regulatory authority of any proposed changes to the premises. From the
evidence provided, the panel considered that the provider was required to
notify the regulatory authority. The panel also noted how inclusion of certain
facts in a QIP, as suggested by the provider, does not amount to the
notification of the regulatory authority, which is a separate process.
89. The panel also noted how practices described in the service’s QIP relating to
record-keeping requirements under the National Regulations were not
confirmed at assessment and rating. There has been no further evidence
submitted in this respect.
90. The panel considered that the totality of evidence about practices contrary to
regulatory requirements, supported the regulatory authority finding the
element not met.
Panel decision
91. The panel considered that the service had not met Element 7.1.2 and
confirmed the rating level for Standard 7.1 as Working Towards NQS.
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